
 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS  

EASTERN DIVISION 
 
GENERAL MOTORS LLC,  

Plaintiff, 

v. 

THE PARTNERSHIPS and 
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS 
IDENTIFIED ON SCHEDULE “A,”, 

Defendants. 
  

 
Case No. 22-cv-03002 
 
Judge Ronald A. Guzman 
 
Magistrate Judge Heather K. McShain 

 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER 

 
Plaintiff General Motors LLC (“GM” or “Plaintiff”) filed a Motion for Entry of a 

Preliminary Injunction against the fully interactive, e-commerce stores1 operating under the 

seller aliases identified in Schedule A attached hereto (collectively, “Defendants”) and using 

at least the online marketplace accounts identified in Schedule A (the “Online Marketplaces”). 

After reviewing the Motion and the accompanying record, this Court GRANTS GM’s Motion 

as follows. 

This Court finds GM has provided notice to Defendants in accordance with the 

Temporary Restraining Order entered June 14, 2022, [22] (“TRO”), and Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 65(a)(1).  

This Court also finds, in the absence of adversarial presentation, that it has personal 

jurisdiction over Defendants because Defendants directly target their business activities toward 

consumers in the United States, including Illinois. Specifically, GM has provided a basis to 
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conclude that Defendants have targeted sales to Illinois residents by setting up and operating 

e-commerce stores that target United States consumers using one or more seller aliases, offer 

shipping to the United States, including Illinois, and have sold products using infringing and 

counterfeit versions of GM’s federally registered trademarks (the “GMC Trademarks”) to 

residents of Illinois. In this case, GM has presented screenshot evidence that each Defendant 

e-commerce store is reaching out to do business with Illinois residents by operating one or 

more commercial, interactive internet stores through which Illinois residents can and do 

purchase products using counterfeit versions of the GMC Trademarks. See Docket No.[17], 

which includes screenshot evidence confirming that each Defendant e-commerce store does 

stand ready, willing and able to ship its counterfeit goods to customers in Illinois bearing 

infringing and/or counterfeit versions of the GMC Trademarks. A list of the GMC Trademarks 

is included in the below chart. 

Registration 
Number 

Registered Trademark Class Goods and Services 

646,914 GMC 037 Maintenance and repair service 
for automotive vehicles, parts, 
and accessories for others.  

1,062,719 GMC 012 Motor vehicles-namely, trucks. 
1,337,811 GMC 012 Motor Driven Trucks and Buses.  
1,470,781 GMC 028 Toys and playthings, namely, toy 

vehicles, toy cars, toy model 
hobbycraft kits. 

1,569,557 GMC 012 Motor vehicles; namely, trucks, 
pick-up trucks, sport utility 
trucks, cargo vans, passenger 
vans, engines therefor and 
structural parts thereof; cabs and 
chassis for trucks, cabs and 
chassis for recreational vehicles, 
chassis for motor homes, and 
chassis for buses. 

2,449,301 GMC 009 Sunglasses, magnets, 
thermometers not for medical use, 
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computer game software, mouse 
pads, neon signs 

2,455,330 GMC 025 Jackets, t-shirt, hats.  
2,459,744 GMC 021 Cups, mugs, portable coolers, 

portable ice chests for food and 
beverages.  

2,459,748 GMC 028 Toys, namely, die cast toy 
vehicles, model toy vehicles, 
radio controlled toy vehicles. 

2,459,750 GMC 006 Non-mechanical metal street 
signs, non-mechanical metal 
parking signs, non-mechanical tin 
signs, metal key rings, metal 
license plates.  

2,461,681 GMC 018 Leather card holders, tote bags, 
duffel bags, athletic bags, 
luggage, umbrellas.  

2,461,697 GMC 014 Clocks, watches, belt buckles of 
precious metals, money clips of 
precious metals, lapel pins. 
 

2,700,392 GMC 

020 Chairs, non-metal key chains, 
non-metal key fobs, non-metal 
key holders, non-metal key rings, 
non-metal key tags, non-metal 
license plates, non-metal money 
clips, plaques, plastic flags, 
stools. 

3,242,874 ACADIA 

012 Motor land vehicles, namely, 
automobiles, sport utility 
vehicles, trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural parts 
thereof.  

5,751,578 AT4 

012 Motor land vehicles, namely, 
automobiles, sport utility 
vehicles, trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural parts 
thereof.  

2,224,539 DENALI 
012 Motor vehicles, namely sport 

utility vehicles, engines therefor 
and structural parts thereof. 

6,563,122 DENALI  ULTIMATE 

012 Motor vehicles, namely, 
automobiles, sport utility 
vehicles, trucks and structural 
parts therefor. 
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4,973,662 ELEVATION 012 Motor land vehicles, namely, 
trucks. 

3,056,298 H2 003 Deodorants, cologne. 

3,453,396 H3 

028 Miniature models of vehicles, toy 
vehicles, hobby kits for the 
construction of toy vehicles, 
collectable toy cars, radio 
controlled toy cars, ride-on toys in 
the nature of pedal cars, board 
games, balloons, stand alone 
video game machines, hand held 
unit for playing video games, 
pinball machines, Christmas tree 
ornaments, golf ball markers, golf 
balls, golf clubs. 

3,457,399 H3 006 Metal key chains, metal key fobs, 
metal key rings, non-luminous 
and non-mechanical metal signs, 
non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal parking signs, 
non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal street signs, 
metal license plates. 

3,717,305 H3 016 Pens, notepads, gift cards, decals, 
stickers, bumper stickers, 
calendars, money clips. 

2,245,635 HUMMER 028 Toys, namely, toy trucks and 
model kits for building toy trucks. 

2,414,500 HUMMER 025 Hats, shirts. 
2,732,501 HUMMER 012 Bicycles. 
2,953,685 HUMMER 003 Cologne. 
5,519,708 HUMMER 012 Spare tire covers. 
2,744,964 LIKE NOTHING ELSE 025 Shirts, tee shirts, hats. 

2,057,709 SAVANA 012 Motor vehicles; namely, 
passenger and cargo vans.  

1,573,202 SIERRA 
012 Motors vehicles; namely, trucks, 

engines therefor, and structural 
parts thereof. 

2,683,735 SIERRA 

020 Non-metal key chains, non-metal 
key fobs, non-metal key holders, 
non-metal key rings, non-metal 
key tags, non-metal license plates. 

2,596,034 WE ARE PROFESSIONAL 
GRADE 

012 Motor land vehicles, namely, 
automobiles, sport utility 
vehicles, trucks, vans, engines 
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therefor and structural parts 
thereof.  

1,598,480 YUKON 
012 Motor vehicles, namely, trucks, 

engines therefor and structural 
parts thereof. 

2,515,604  
016 Automotive books, calendars, 

posters.  
2,631,795  018 Backpacks. 
2,740,337  028 Collectable toy cars, die cast 

vehicle models, plastic vehicle 
hobby kits for the construction of 
toy vehicles, plastic vehicle 
models, radio controlled cars. 

2,654,456  006 Metal key chains, metal key fobs, 
metal key rings, metal keys, metal 
license plates, non-luminous and 
non-mechanical metal signs, non-
luminous and non-mechanical 
metal parking signs, ornamental 
replica vehicles made of metal, 
non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal street signs. 

2,645,796  009 Binoculars; calculators; 
photograph cameras; compasses; 
computer mouse pads; computer 
mouses; computer game software 
for use in arcade games, hand 
held electronic games and video 
games; computer screen saver 
software; computer and video 
game cartridges; video game 
interactive hand held remote 
controls for playing electronic 
games; hand held joy stick units 
for playing video games; electric 
signs; eyeglass cases; eyeglasses; 
graduated rulers; magnets; 
magnifying glasses; neon signs, 
pre-recorded video tapes featuring 
information on automobiles; radio 
antennas; radios; sunglasses; tape 
measures; telephones; 
thermometers not for medical use; 
tire pressure gauges; video tape 
rewinders; and yard sticks.  
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2,954,605  025 Caps, golf shirts, hats, jackets, 
polo shirts, t-shirts. 

2,625,050  026 Belt buckles for clothes not of 
precious metal. 

2,625,051 

 

006 Metal key rings, metal key fobs, 
metal license plates. 

2,604,940 

 

016 Posters. 

2,707,075 

 

025 Clothing, namely, caps, hats. 

2,659,457 

 

025 Clothing, namely, caps, hats, t-
shirts. 

2,994,281 

 

028 Toys, namely, miniature models 
of vehicles, toy vehicles, 
collectable toy cars. 

3,014,908 

 

028 Toys, namely miniature models of 
vehicles, toy vehicles, hobby kits 
for the construction of toy 
vehicles collectable toy cars, radio 
controlled cars and pedal cars. 

2,926,350 

 

028 Toys, namely, miniature models 
of vehicles, toy vehicles, hobby 
kits for the construction of toy 
vehicles, collectable toy cars, 
radio controlled cars, peddle cars, 
stand alone video game machines. 

3,079,033 

 

028 Toys, namely, miniature models 
of vehicles, toy vehicles, 
collectable toy cars, radio 
controlled cars, peddle cars.  
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This Court also finds that the injunctive relief previously granted in the TRO should 

remain in place through the pendency of this litigation and that issuing this Preliminary 

Injunction is warranted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65. Evidence submitted in 

support of this Motion and in support of GM’s previously granted Motion for Entry of a TRO 

establishes that GM has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits; that no remedy at 

law exists; and that GM will suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted. 

Specifically, GM has proved a prima facie case of trademark infringement because (1) 

the GMC Trademarks are distinctive marks and are registered with the U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office on the Principal Register, (2) Defendants are not licensed or authorized to 

use any of the GMC Trademarks, and (3) Defendants’ use of the GMC Trademarks is causing 

a likelihood of confusion as to the origin or sponsorship of Defendants’ products with GM. 

Furthermore, Defendants’ continued and unauthorized use of the GMC Trademarks irreparably 

harms GM through diminished goodwill and brand confidence, damage to GM’s reputation, 

loss of exclusivity, and loss of future sales. Monetary damages fail to address such damage 

and, therefore, GM has an inadequate remedy at law. Moreover, the public interest is served 

by entry of this Preliminary Injunction to dispel the public confusion created by Defendants’ 

actions. Accordingly, this Court orders that: 

1. Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons acting 

for, with, by, through, under, or in active concert with them be preliminarily enjoined and 

restrained from: 

a. using the GMC Trademarks or any reproductions, counterfeit copies, or colorable 

imitations in any manner in connection with the distribution, marketing, advertising, 
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offering for sale, or sale of any product that is not a genuine GM product or not 

authorized by GM to be sold in connection with the GMC Trademarks; 

b. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any product as a genuine 

GM product or any other product produced by GM, that is not GM’s or not produced 

under the authorization, control, or supervision of GM and approved by GM for 

sale under the GMC Trademarks; 

c. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Defendants’ 

products are those sold under the authorization, control, or supervision of GM, or 

are sponsored by, approved by, or otherwise connected with GM; and 

d. manufacturing, shipping, delivering, holding for sale, transferring or otherwise 

moving, storing, distributing, returning, or otherwise disposing of, in any manner, 

products or inventory not manufactured by or for GM, nor authorized by GM to be 

sold or offered for sale, and which bear any of GM’s trademarks, including the 

GMC Trademarks, or any reproductions, counterfeit copies, or colorable imitations. 

2. Defendants shall not transfer or dispose of any money or other of Defendants’ assets in 

any of Defendants’ financial accounts. 

3. Upon GM’s request, Defendants and any third party with actual notice of this Order 

who is providing services for any of Defendants, or in connection with any of 

Defendants’ Online Marketplaces, including, without limitation, any online 

marketplace platforms such as eBay, Inc. (“eBay”), AliExpress, Alibaba Group 

Holding Ltd. (“Alibaba”), Amazon.com, Inc., ContextLogic Inc. d/b/a Wish.com 

(“Wish.com”), Etsy, Inc. (“Etsy”), and DHgate (collectively, the “Third Party 

Providers”), shall, within seven (7) calendar days after receipt of such notice, provide 
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to GM expedited discovery, limited to copies of documents and records in such person’s 

or entity’s possession or control sufficient to determine: 

a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, 

employees, attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or participation with 

them, including all known contact information and all associated e-mail addresses; 

b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment 

for services, and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, including Defendants’ sales and listing history related to their respective 

Online Marketplaces; and 

c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their officers, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or 

participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under the control 

of any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other financial 

institutions, including, without limitation, PayPal, Inc. (“PayPal”), Alipay, 

Wish.com, Alibaba, Ant Financial Services Group (“Ant Financial”), Amazon Pay, 

eBay, Walmart, Etsy, and DHgate or other merchant account providers, payment 

providers, third party processors, and credit card associations (e.g., MasterCard and 

VISA). 

4. Upon GM’s request, those with notice of this Order, including the Third Party Providers 

as defined in Paragraph 3, shall within seven (7) calendar days after receipt of such notice, 

disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated with Defendants 
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in connection with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using the GMC 

Trademarks. 

5. Any Third Party Providers, including PayPal, Alipay, Alibaba, Ant Financial, 

Wish.com, eBay,  Walmart, Etsy, DHgate, and Amazon Pay, shall, within seven (7) 

calendar days of receipt of this Order: 

a. locate all accounts and funds connected to Defendants’ seller aliases, including, but 

not limited to, any financial accounts connected to the information listed in 

Schedule A hereto, the e-mail addresses identified in Exhibit 2 to the Declaration 

of Andrea Ankawi, and any e-mail addresses provided for Defendants by third 

parties; and 

b. restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any 

money or other of Defendants’ assets until further order by this Court. 

6. GM may provide notice of the proceedings in this case to Defendants, including service 

of process pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(3), and any future motions, by electronically 

publishing a link to the Pleadings, this Order, and other relevant documents on a website 

and by sending an e-mail with a link to said website to the e-mail addresses provided 

for Defendants by third parties. The Clerk of the Court is directed to issue a single 

original summons in the name of “The Partnerships and all other Defendants identified 

in the Complaint” that shall apply to all Defendants. The combination of providing 

notice via electronic publication and e-mail, along with any notice that Defendants 

receive from payment processors, shall constitute notice reasonably calculated under 

all circumstances to apprise Defendants of the pendency of the action and afford them 

the opportunity to present their objections. 
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7. Schedule A to the Complaint [2], Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Andrea Ankawi [17], 

and the TRO [22] are unsealed. 

8. Any Defendants that are subject to this Order may appear and move to dissolve or modify 

the Order as permitted by and in compliance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

and the Northern District of Illinois Local Rules. Any third party impacted by this Order 

may move for appropriate relief. 

9. The $10,000 bond posted by GM shall remain with the Court until a final disposition 

of this case or until this Preliminary Injunction is terminated. 

SO ORDERED: 

          
        ______________________________ 
        Ronald A. Guzman 
        United States District Judge 
Dated: 7/12/2022 
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General Motors LLC v. The Partnerships and Unincorporated Associations Identified on 
Schedule "A" - Case No. 22-cv-03002 

   

Schedule A 
 
No URL Name / Alias 

1 aliexpress.com/store/4482058 Aa sweety 666 Store 
2 aliexpress.com/store/910482 AEING Official Store 
3 aliexpress.com/store/4497053 AK01 Store 
4 aliexpress.com/store/912604032 ALTA ACCESSORIES Store 
5 aliexpress.com/store/912514765 B Emblem Store 
6 aliexpress.com/store/911967153 baidun Store 

7 aliexpress.com/store/1100183017 BSTGS Auto Supplies Factory Store 
8 aliexpress.com/store/911776210 burnthebeans Store 

9 
wish.com/merchant/5979ada0b7717346ad09
bf3f caoxiangjuan 

10 aliexpress.com/store/912073603 Car decoration industry Store 
11 aliexpress.com/store/911885131 CAR LOGOS Store 

12 aliexpress.com/store/912601265 China Discount Factory Store 

13 
wish.com/merchant/60b1f161a5a849fa1909f
e69 cuichenwei0168 

14 aliexpress.com/store/912666075 Decorate our House Store 
15 aliexpress.com/store/912343620 Driver Wardrobe Store 
16 aliexpress.com/store/912612605 EDG Store 
17 aliexpress.com/store/3102092 EK-shubuzhi Store 
18 aliexpress.com/store/912063834 Fayshow88 Store 
19 aliexpress.com/store/912622012 Fidelity Store 
20 aliexpress.com/store/910351323 Gaopin Store 

21 aliexpress.com/store/912680479 Global Personalized Trend Shoe Store 

22 aliexpress.com/store/912618639 
Good Brother Car Clothing and Shoe 
Store 

23 
wish.com/merchant/6096a461acf3fa995e71
554d High quality auto parts 2009 

24 aliexpress.com/store/912423725 High-quality Car Shoe Store 
25 aliexpress.com/store/5782889 HOUDE Store 
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26 aliexpress.com/store/1100239067 huamian signs Store 
27 aliexpress.com/store/912244070 Hyperreal Store 
28 aliexpress.com/store/912718470 JJLL Store 
29 aliexpress.com/store/912613414 lancedy Store 
30 aliexpress.com/store/911654339 LightConer Store 

31 
wish.com/merchant/541fb064f8abc805f12ca
0ae liminhao fashion 

32 aliexpress.com/store/912365058 Linluu6 Store 

33 
wish.com/merchant/60b0b9b4a5a2fe047f63
642a liubingbing8321 

34 aliexpress.com/store/911659111 LoveCars Store 

35 
wish.com/merchant/60a716365ba13c0d0920
304c maxiaoqin3276 

36 aliexpress.com/store/5605269 Max-Modified Car Accessories Store 

37 aliexpress.com/store/1100225802 N-FLY Flags Store 
38 aliexpress.com/store/3248057 niceflag Store 
39 aliexpress.com/store/912187717 PAKER-SHARK Store 
40 aliexpress.com/store/912408275 Riders Wardrobe Store 

41 aliexpress.com/store/1850002 Ruizhong Auto Parts Co.,ltd 

42 aliexpress.com/store/1100085116 Shop1100085116 Store 

43 aliexpress.com/store/1100085235 Shop1100085235 Store 

44 aliexpress.com/store/1100218748 Shop1100218748 Store 

45 aliexpress.com/store/1100221320 Shop1100221320 Store 
46 aliexpress.com/store/3189069 Shop3189069 Store 
47 aliexpress.com/store/4540024 Shop4540024 Store 
48 aliexpress.com/store/5068516 Shop5068516 Store 
49 aliexpress.com/store/5365309 Shop5365309 Store 
50 aliexpress.com/store/5587073 Shop5587073 Store 
51 aliexpress.com/store/5607298 Shop5607298 Store 
52 aliexpress.com/store/5967037 Shop5967037 Store 
53 aliexpress.com/store/900246429 Shop900246429 Store 
54 aliexpress.com/store/910335050 Shop910335050 Store 
55 aliexpress.com/store/910361314 Shop910361314 Store 
56 aliexpress.com/store/911134268 Shop911134268 Store 
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57 aliexpress.com/store/911137095 Shop911137095 Store 
58 aliexpress.com/store/911391240 Shop911391240 Store 

59 aliexpress.com/store/1100379007 Shop911899999 Store Store 
60 aliexpress.com/store/911971089 shop912168537 Store 
61 aliexpress.com/store/912626290 Shop912626290 Store 
62 aliexpress.com/store/1748528 shuaigirl knight supplies 

63 aliexpress.com/store/1100225875 sports bra store Store 
64 aliexpress.com/store/912349740 SuperQirui Store 
65 aliexpress.com/store/911769236 Tailor-made Store 
66 aliexpress.com/store/912655248 Tejanq Store 
67 aliexpress.com/store/911772216 thevideobarn Store 

68 aliexpress.com/store/912687709 Tin decorative painting Store 
69 aliexpress.com/store/912020280 wall sign 0002 Store 

70 
wish.com/merchant/6135ab956bfb1dfe7e96
00da wangruiting875465 

71 
wish.com/merchant/612f1a70ccd8ea5293e4
e454 wangying3462 

72 
wish.com/merchant/616bdcabe01704008c4a
fa3f weihaojie7506 

73 
wish.com/merchant/5e761051ba7ff19fe74b4
e18 wn1119 

74 aliexpress.com/store/5587148 XLSYDLSD Global Store 

75 
wish.com/merchant/6063f230060fd823a1a4
38cc xummman 

76 aliexpress.com/store/912067407 YIN ZI Store 
77 aliexpress.com/store/912227176 yitai Store 

78 
wish.com/merchant/617a35fd19bc3373f479
0bde zhubaolai39283 

79 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2PPRIF0HZ1VE3 111 

80 amazon.com/sp?seller=ADPP3HSJY2ABL Amare-us 

81 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1G6VPU2Y6UHC
F Aomeika 

82 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A39QCSE9SEREM
B ASIALI 

83 
amazon.com/sp?seller=AHWVKMU3OUW
AA Auto NewLife 
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84 amazon.com/sp?seller=AXUS751AADIBG AXUS751AADIBG 

85 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1J0TU22JQTJ2H ayongShop 

86 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2MNIT8CK84VX
4 Azxc 

87 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BIKOIW123IDJ Bftfyht 

88 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2X2P6W4THL7ZP CARIZI 

89 amazon.com/sp?seller=A117GPYOKDJ6B ColorSays 

90 amazon.com/sp?seller=A303ZNYT22V7GG Day UP 

91 
amazon.com/sp?seller=AAZH9YDBDYE3
H DJYQFC 

92 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A3H3YVWASP5O0
6 Doart Direct-US 

93 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2R0Q6UAPQHU1
V DriveSporty 

94 amazon.com/sp?seller=AP3F1J7BIWRK8 Drmkfly 

95 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1WE8ZW2WNZX
7 EmbsPro 

96 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2SOY13STWG64
T fcyyds 

97 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1EYWG046KGT6
Q FearlessMu 

98 
amazon.com/sp?seller=AQE2AXPSNSML
H Fsdva 

99 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A23HDH0IVJ9KX
W Ganzai Store 

100 amazon.com/sp?seller=A28IWRC03PGS8R Good forcar 

101 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1CAGLJ8SASW7
Q 

Guangzhou Jiamaoxin Auto Accessories 
Co., Ltd 

102 amazon.com/sp?seller=A12ZU5KLBIK8XA 
Guangzhou Nansha Liangao Trading 
Co., Ltd 

103 amazon.com/sp?seller=A26II4G90W2TKO 
guangzhoushixiaomaomaoyiyouxiangon
gsi 

104 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2S85LV3JSBGSM HAOFENG 
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105 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2LMPVVADJJ1K
S hbh-global 

106 amazon.com/sp?seller=AXZM7JXTTJ1AI HBXA 

107 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2P43KI0TND6M9 
hefeishiliejiaodianzishangwuyouxiangon
gsi 

108 amazon.com/sp?seller=A15ZG0HPMP9ISA hgfddf 

109 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

110 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A32097JMDWKSM
N JDopption 

111 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2W3FBRWK3FOF Jinan taifenggu e-commerce Co., Ltd 

112 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1IUR3UQQRRF3
A jokmoest 

113 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A3BCPGKW2Y7M
RH JqdXbpL 

114 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZIYFCEEVXNPI kaisekunshangmaoyouxiangongsi 

115 
amazon.com/sp?seller=ADEBMUW5DDX
UY LANJAY 

116 amazon.com/sp?seller=ATMTC796F8QIZ liansen1967 

117 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1Y19B9Z1PAIKP mcsygzs 

118 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1EXJ8OHMWMG
5P Mesport 

119 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A22TXTQ70U2RU
Y mzgsjp 

120 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1X72TQO6LTTA naisimi 

121 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1OJ7AAQLP5UD
H PENTAGON TOOLS 

122 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2GURRV0GLEPC
H Peta Meng 

123 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

124 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

125 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2HBTDCHXNSH
ML 

qinhuangdaomutaishengwukejiyouxiang
ongsi 
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126 amazon.com/sp?seller=AUZTHDC8XR0QF RAYSPEED 

127 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A3FN5SEBSOR0V
U sailuobaihuoshanghang 

128 amazon.com/sp?seller=A25WFLU714CQI7 SCYYDS 

129 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2R4RU907CLG5Z SenSiJie 

130 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A3CYHMMG8BYV
KE SERY 

131 amazon.com/sp?seller=AF5X99ZT3NLRF SFOALN 

132 amazon.com/sp?seller=A24PLZ3ZRAX3IB Shengbang 

133 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2MCS0I3N4XQ42 
shenzhenshizhanyangmaoyiyouxiangong
si 

134 amazon.com/sp?seller=A6FF6IRBKN8KK Soondar Direct 

135 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

136 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A3LRZWPY1PQ13
0 sunday1122 

137 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1ABX4TAHG3U9
N sunyidedian 

138 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZEW9UEG0J5XE tai66 

139 amazon.com/sp?seller=A276QWIE5EEKA Tolohas 

140 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

141 amazon.com/sp?seller=A34HA4FN6PG3ZZ TOZOTOZO-US 

142 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

143 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

144 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2HH0RBG2D7HH
D USAToysGifts 

145 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

146 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A1POE2XZOOG54
P Vekwena 
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147 DISMISSED DISMISSED 

148 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3V4X2ES3QNF9X Weekeight 

149 amazon.com/sp?seller=AL9CDG38PCZ2Q 
xinxiangshigaoxinquhaohaishangmaodia
n 

150 amazon.com/sp?seller=A32E8QY43JORFO yadian shop 

151 amazon.com/sp?seller=A151ICT26XRY21 YHH.MMO 

152 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A3OK1Z9TXVLTU
2 Yisii 

153 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2AI94E66HBVSW Yousthka 

154 
amazon.com/sp?seller=AOI89WWMK9UP
A 1212111 

155 amazon.com/sp?seller=A23I1VP87FOL2O AELA100 

156 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A264KHTYRMJXB
O Amazingui 

157 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3JLT3TYRZOQ55 Amecoore 

158 amazon.com/sp?seller=ALA5U758N1UK aoxinhui 

159 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A34D51WIHE8OK
Q Auteal 

160 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2KT1M1WT1E6P
7 Boyuer 

161 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3RPJ408INZ3XM Bruce Jason 

162 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A16YHHG8LJK5V
B CarDecorationKingdom 

163 
amazon.com/sp?seller=A2SPVMP1CMTK0
5 Carfiltery 
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